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We consider a system of functional differential equations With infinite delay and 
derive conditions on Liapunov functionals to ensure that solutions are uniformly 
bounded and uniformly ultimately bounded. The analysis is based on Jensen’s 
inequality. Examples of Volterra integrodifferential equations are given. 7‘1 1989 
Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTR~DUCTJ~N 
We consider a system of Volterra functional differential equations 
x’(t) = F(r, xl.)), t30, (DE) 
where F is an n-vector, F = (fi , . . . . fn), and x( .) represents the function x on 
the interval (-co, t], with the value of t always determined by the first 
coordinate of F in (DE). It is assumed that F(t, x( .)) is a continuous func- 
tion of t for 0 Q t < cc whenever x: ( - co, co) + R" is continuous and x is 
bounded on any ( - co, 1 J. It is also assumed for the sake of simplicity and 
continuability of bounded solutions that F is locally Lipschitz in x. Under 
these conditions for each to > 0 and each bounded and continuous initial 
function q: (- co, to] -+ R", there is a unique continuous solution x(t,, cp) 
with value x(t, t,, cp) defined on (- co, t, + y) for some y > 0 which satisfies 
(DE) on [to, to+y) and which agrees with cp on (-co, t,]; if x(t, to, cp) 
remains bounded, then y = + co. 
Initial functions cp are always assumed to be bounded and continuous. 
But it is possible to extend this theory to C, spaces (cf. Cl]). We decline 
to do so here in the interest of brevity. 
Details concerning the existence theory are found in Driver [8] and are 
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repeated in [3, pp. 22882361. Basic results on Liapunov theory for (DE) 
are also found in those places. 
Equation (DE) is an infinite delay equation, but it contains the finite 
delay case as well. Investigators have devoted much attention to extending 
Liapunov stability theory of ordinary differential equations (ODE) to these 
systems and much progress has been made. But through 1977 little had 
been done in extending the fundamental results on boundedness even to 
the finite delay case (cf. Hale [ 11, p. 1391). Some subsequent progress was 
made which may be found summarized in Burton ([3,4]; see the index). 
We turn now to notation and definitions. Throughout the paper, 
functions Wi: [0, 00) --) [0, co) are continuous, Wi(0) = 0, and the Wi are 
strictly increasing. These are called wedges. A symbol V( t, x( -)) will always 
represent a scalar Volterra functional which is continuous in t and locally 
Lipschitz in x. Its derivative V’(t, x( .)) will always denote its derivative 
along a solution of (DE). To specify all the details concerning V’ is no brief 
matter and the reader is referred to [S] or [3, pp. 228-2371 for a construc- 
tive definition and to [14] for the nonconstructive result. We emphasize 
that a left-hand derivative is sometimes convenient when we say that 
I’( t, x( .)) is a maximum and conclude that V’( t, x( .)) 2 0 (cf. [ 13, p. 3481). 
DEFINITION 1. Solutions of (DE) are uniformly bounded (U.B.) if for 
each B, > 0 there exists B, >O such that [to > 0, cp: (-co, t,] -+ R”, 
Iv(t)1 <B, on (-co, to], t 2 t,] imply that Ix(t, to, cp)l < B,. Solutions of 
(DE) are uniform/y ultimately bounded fir bound B (U.U.B.) if for each 
B,>O there exists K>O such that [to>O, cp:(-co, tO]+R”, (cp(t)ldB, 
on (-cc, t,], t b t, + K] imply that Ix(t, to, cp)l < B. 
These properties play a central role in the study of limit sets and the 
existence of periodic solutions of (DE). Chapter 0 of [4] is an essay on the 
latter subject so further space for such discussions will not be used here. In 
particular, if the initial function space is a C,-space (cf. Cl]), then in these 
definitions and in our main theorem to follow we need only replace 
Iq(f)l dBi on (6~0, toI by I’PlgGBi. 
To put the problem in its historical context we consider the ordinary 
differential equation 
x’(t) = G(t, x(t)), (ODE) 
where G: [0, co) x R” + R” is continuous. Then the following result 
establishes the focus of this study since the converse is also true when G is 
smooth. 
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THEOREM A. If’ thrre urc positiw nut?lh~Y.s M utd CT und I”: 
[to3 Y,  ) x K” + [0, T-,) lvhich is locull~~ Lipschit: in .Y \c,ith 
(i) W,(lxl)< V(t,s)< Wz(I.xI), U’,(r)+r_ us r--x und 
(ii) r/‘(t,~)< -W,(ixl)+M, W,(O’)>M. 
then solutions of (ODE) ure U.B. und U.C;.B. 
This result was discovered early, is easy to prove, and there are many 
important examples. By contrast, investigators have constructed many 
functionals V for (DE) having properties analogous to (i) and (ii), but 
correct consequences of these properties are unknown. Counterexamples in 
[S] show that extreme care is necessary. The current situation may be 
summarized as follows. 
Problem. Suppose there is a functional V(t, .x( .)), wedges W,, and a 
differentiable function 4: [0, “c) + [0, KI) such that 4’(t) < 0, 
W,(lx(t)l)b vt, -4.1) 
6 Wz(l-~(f)l) + w, 
( 
1’ d(t - .s) W,(lx(s)l) ds) x 1 
, (0.1) 
V’(t, -4.)) < - W,(lx(t)l) + M, some M > 0, (0.2) 
and 
there exist U > 0, L > 0 with W,(U) > M, 
qqs) ds = L, and W,(r)-+= as r+x. (0.3) 
What else may be required to conclude that solutions of (DE) are U.B. and 
U.U.B.? 
The problem was studied in depth in [Z] and summaries of results since 
then are found in [3, 43. The most recent result is found in [7] and is 
stated as follows. 
THEOREM B. Let (O.lk(O.3) hold, let W4(r)+ cc as r -+ 00, and let 
WJr)= W,(r). Then solutions of (DE) are U.B. and U.U.B. 
Our result here centers around the idea of convexity and Jensen’s 
inequality (cf. Natanson [12; pp. 36461). The four basic facts are now 
given. 
DEFINITION 2. A function W: [0, n3) -+ [0, a) is convex downward if 
w(Ctl + f,lP) G c wt, I+ Wtz)lP. 
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Jensen’s Inequality. If W is convex downward and if p, q: [a, h] --f 
[0, co) are continuous and ji p(t) dt > 0, then 
i” p(t) W(q(t)) dt > I” p(t) dt W j-” q(t) p(t) dt {” P( ) dt 
u u i i, t 1 
. 
u 
It is also true that if W is a wedge, then j: W(u) du is convex downward. 
Finally, convex functions are bounded below by linear functions. 
We now give a simple corollary of Theorem B which illustrates a use of 
convexity. 
COROLLARY. Let (O.l)-(0.3) hold, let W,(r) --t n3 as Y + CO, and let 
W,( WY ‘(r)) he convex downward. (0.4) 
Then solutions of (DE) are U.B. and U.U.B. 
ProoJ: By (0.4) there are positive constants a and d with W,( W;‘(r) 3 
ar - d for all r > 0. Thus, 
Wdx(t)l)= W~(W~‘(W~(lx(~)O))3aW~(lx(t)O-~. 
Using this in (0.2) with M’ = M+ d and $= (l/a)4 in (0.1 ) yields 
W,W(t)! ) G vt7 4.1) 
G WAIx(t)O+ W, j’, m(f-S)aW~(lJ(s)l)d.~), ( 
V’(t,x(.))< -aW4(Ix(t)l)+M’, 
and (0.3). This completes the proof. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
(0.1)’ 
(0.2)’ 
We now examine the problem of showing boundedness when the 
assumptions with (0.4) fail, namely, either 
(a) W, is bounded or 
(b) W,( W; l(r)) is not convex downward. 
Theorem 1 covers (a) and partially covers (b) by noting that 
W,(r) = ji WA K l(s)) ds 
is always convex downward. 
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THEOREM 1. Let V( t, x( .)) he u nonnegutive continuous scalar ,finctional 
w>hich is locully Lipschit: in x und let I$: [0, x) + [0, x) have a continuous 
derivative with b’(t) < 0 und 0 -=c J’(;- d(s) ds = L < S. Suppose there are 
wedges W, and positive constants M, P, and 0’ such thut 
w,(l.Gt)l) < V(t, 4.1) 
=s W,(lx(t)l) + w, 
c 
j’ &t-J) W‘Ms)l) ds 
-L > 
> (1) 
V’(t, 4.)) G -W,(lx(t)l) + M, (2) 
W,(U)>M und W,(r) + a as r+xi, (3) 
and one qf the following hold: (4) 
W,(r) 6 P for all r E [0, m) (4i) 
or 
W,(r) + CC as r + co and for each A > 0 there exists 
J, > 0 such that J 3 J; implies that 
s 
JIL 
WdW,‘(s)) ds o 
’ W‘l( K’ Cl + W*(U) + w,o. + J)l(M+ W(O)l~)). 
Then solutions of (DE) are U.B. and U.U.B. 
(4ii) 
Proof. We first show U.B. It is convenient to define CL = M + (24(0)/L), 
p = (1 + W,(U)), and to adopt the following notation. For a given 
to 3 0 and a given initial function q: ( - 03, to] -+ R”, then IJcpJI = 
sup _ 4 GsG,o Ids)l, x(t) =A& to, cp), and v(t) = v(t, x(., to, cp)). 
Given B, > 0 (with B, > U), we must find B, > 0 such that [to 20, 
Ilqll d B,, t 2 to] imply that Ix(t)! <B,. 
Suppose (4ii) holds. Fix to 3 0 and ilqll 6 B,. Suppose there is a t > to 
with V(t) b V(s) for all SE [to, t]. Then, 
Ix(t)l d u (5) 
since V’(t)>O. Choose t,e [to, t] such that (x(t,)( =max,,,.,,., Ix(s)1 and 
suppose Ix(t,)l >O. Then 
wI(l.4tl)l)~ v(t,)G V(t) 
d W,(lx(t)l)+ W, 
[ 
j’” d(t-s) W,(lxb)l)ds -CL 
+ I ,:&t-s) KMb=+]. 
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Using (5), JIqIJ 6B,, and letting X=j:,&-s) W,(Ix(s)l)ds yields 
lx(t,)l6 W;‘CJ+w)+ W,(LW,(B,)+J71 
For 0 < r < W,( 1x( t,)l) define a function by 
Since the domain of W;’ is [0, co), W, is well-defined, convex downward, 
and satisfies W,(r)< W,( W;‘(r)) on its domain of 06 r < WJJx(t,)l). 
Moreover, by the choice of t,, W,( W,(lx(s)\)) is defined for s E [to, t] and 
we have that 
W,(W‘I(lx(s)l))f w,w,‘w4(lx(~)l))) for s E [to, t]. (7) 
Multiplying (2) by d(t - s) and integrating yields 
j-’ V’(s)+s)ds<M jr d(t-s)ds 
r0 IO 
- i r #(t-s) KCW,‘W’,(l-Wl))l ds. m 
Using (7) and the convexity of W, then yields 
4Mlt; &(t-s)ds-j-L &t-s)ds W,(X/L). 
Rearranging and integrating by parts yields 




- V(s) qY( t - s) ds 
10 
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so that with 4’(t) d 0 and C’(t) 3 C~(.r) for .s E [f,,. r] we obtain 
so that W,(X/L) < M, which by (6) and the definition of W, becomes 
Comparing this with (4ii) establishes that 
Then using (5) and (8) and B, > U in (1) yields 
Thus, to summarize from paragraph three of this proof, if there is a t > to 
with V(t)2 V(S) on [to, t] and if Ix(t,)l =max,,,GJG, Ix(s)/ >O, then there 
is a number B, with 
lx(t)1 < 4 for to d 4 < co. (9) 
If Ill = 0, then W,(Ix(t)I) < V(t) 6 W,( W,(B,)L) for all t 3 to and (9) 
will hold in this case also. 
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If no such t > r, exists, then 
Vto)6 WAlx(to)l)+ w,( j” &to--s) W4(Icp(~)O~~ -0c ) 
G WAB,) + W3( W,(B,)L) 
or 
Vto) < W,(h). (10) 
Hence, in every case we see that 
Ix(t)1 < B, for all t 2 t,. (11) 
Now B, is independent of to and of cp so long as IIqII < B, . Thus U.B. holds 
if (4ii) holds. 
Suppose that (4i) holds. Let B, > U be given, to 2 0, and lIq(I 6 B, . Then 
W,(lx(to)l) 6 Vto) 
G WAlx(t,)l)+ w, 
( 
44&3--s) W‘I(lX(~N)~~ 
d WAB,) + W,(f’L) 
so that 
V(to)< W,(B,)+ W,(PL)Ef W,(B,- 1). (12) 
Next, suppose there is a t > to with V(t) > V(s) for all .r~ [to, t]; then 
f”(t) bO so Ix(t)/ < U and V(t) d W,(U) + W,(PL). This means that 
Ix(t)l < & for all t 2 to. (13) 
This proves U.B. 
We now prove the U.U.B. First, we suppose (4ii) holds and show that 
B= W,‘[W,(U)+ W,(2J,)]. 
Using the same notation as before, we must show that for each B, >O 
there is a K>O such that [to>O, lIqI( d B,, t2 to+ K] imply that 
Ix(t, to, cp)l <B. 
Let B3 > 0 be given. Since solutions are U.B. there is a B, > 0 such that 
[0 f to d t and llqll d B3] imply that Ix(t)1 < B, ; we suppose B, > B,. 
409/144/2-I3 
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(b(s) ds 3 L/2, and 
WA&)+ W,CWz,(B,)Ll- Iw,(C+WT<O. 
Then fix an integer N > 2 with 
WA&)+ ~,C~,(B,)Ll-(N-2)<0. (15) 
Let t, > 0 and llqll 6 B,. By (1) and the definition of B, we have 
v(t) d W,(B,) + w,[W,(B,))Ll for t>t,. (16) 
Define 
ii=[t,+(i-l)T,t,+iT] for i= 1,2, . (17) 
If there is a t E (to + (i- 1) T, t, + iT] such that P’(t) > V(s) for all s E i,, 
then take Ii = 1,. If no such t exists then invoke the up-coming Lemma 1 to 
find the first ii~P, such that lx(ii)l < U and then take Ii= [i,, t, + iT]. 
Find tie Ii with P’(ti) = max V(s) for s E I;. This construction will then 
satisfy 
Ix(t,)l d u, V’(s) < 0 for .sdi-z,, and 
V( ti) = max V(s) for 3~1,. (18) 
LEMMA 1. Let x(t) be the solution x(t, t,, cp). If [a, b] c [to, co) 
b-a>T, then there is a TV [a, b] with Ix(t)1 < U. 
Proof: 
yields 
Suppose that Ix(s)1 > U for all SE [a, b]. Integration of 
wd 
(2) 
V(b) - V(a) < -j-” W,(lx(s)l) ds + M(b -a) 
u 
d C- W,(U)+Ml[b-al 
,<T[-W,(U)+M]. 
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Then by (14) and (16) 
I’(h) < I’(a) - [W,(U) -M] T 
< W,(B,)+ W,[W,(B,)L]-[W,(U)-M]T<O. 
This contradiction proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Zf t b t, + T, Ix(t)] d U, and if V(t) + 1 > V(s) for all 
s E [t - T, t], then V(t) < W,(U) + W,(2J,). 
Proof If the lemma is false, then there is a t > t, + T such that 
Ix(t)\ 6 U, I(t)+ 1 > V(s) for all SE [t-T, t], and V(t)> W,(U)+ 
W,(2J,). Then for X=J:pTg3(t-s) W,(lx(s)()ds we have 
W*(U) + W,W”) 6 V(t) 
G WAx(t) W, j’ d-3) W,(lx(s)l) ds ~ ‘X > 
+ s ,,Tl(t-.d W,(lx(s)l)ds 1 < W,(U) + W,(J, + X). 
Hence, 
A’> Ju. (19) 
Let tl be such that Ix(t,)l =max Ix(s)1 for SE [t- T, t] where Ix(t,)J >O 
since X> 0. For 0 d r < W,( Ix(t,)l) define a function by 
Since the domain of WY’ is [0, co), W, is well-defined, convex downward, 
and satisfies W,(r)< W,(W,‘(r)) for O<r< W4(Ix(tl)l). Moreover, by the 
choice of t, , W,( W,( I (s)l)) is defined for s E [t - T, t] and we have that 
w6cwLl(l-d~)l)l d w,w,‘w4M~)l))) for SE [t - T, t]. (20) 
Multiplying (2) by q5( t - s) and integrating yields 
s I V’(s) c+h( t - s) ds I-T 
GM j’ 
l-T 
Q(t-S)ds- j’ dt-$1 W,(W,‘(W,(lx(s)l)))d~. 
f-T 
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Using (20) and the convexity of W, yields 
Rearranging and integrating by parts, we obtain 
s ,‘- T d4f - $1 ds W,(WL) 
GM j,‘~ri(rs)ds-Y(s)d(t-s)l:~.-j,~~r W)&(t-s)ds. 
Since qY(t) 6 0 and V(t) + 1 3 V(s) for s E [t - T, t] we obtain 
i (‘, T 4(t - s) ds WcO’/~) 
GM s r’pT4WW~ 
-~(r)~(O)+~(r-T)~(T)-C~(t)+l1[~(~)=~(0)1. 
By (14) and the definition of W6 this becomes 
s 
X/L 
WK?(dl dsb L-M+ G%W)l~)l WAx(f, (21) 
0 
Using V(t,)< V(t)+ 1 and (14), we have 
W,(lx(t,)OG Vt,)< V(t)+ 16 1+ W,(lx(t)l) 
< 1 + W,(U) + w, 
[ j 
W,(B,) : 4(s) ds + X 
I 
< l+ W*(U)+ W,(U+X) 
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which implies that 
W4(IX(fl)l)< KW,W+ W,(U)+ W,(~+Wl). (22) 
Combining (21) and (22) we have 
s 
X/L 
WA K I(s)) ds 
0 
which by (4ii) implies that 
A’< J,. (24) 
The contradiction of (24) and ( 19) proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3. For ti as defined with (18), then V(t;)< W,(U)+ W,(2J,)=P, 
for i> N and N defined in (15). 
Proof. If the lemma is false, then there is a j> N with 
V( tj) >/ W,(V) + W3(2Ju). By Lemma 2, if tj > to + T, V(tj) b PO, and if 
Ix(ti)l < U, then V(t,)+ 1 < V(;j) for some sj’ [t,j- T, t,]. By (18) it must 
be that sj# I,. Then for $= I,, we have s, EZ~-, and hence V(t,) + 1 < 
V(s,) d V(t,- ,). For I, = [f,, to +jT], when sj E I,-, , the same result holds. 
When sj E [to + (j- 1) T, tj], since V’ < 0 on this interval, then by the 
construction (17) we have V(t,) + 1 < V(Sj) < V[ to + (j- 1) T] < V(tj- 1). 
Thus, in all cases we have 
V(t,) + 1 < V(tjp r). (25) 
We have, therefore, shown that 
[j> N and V(tj) b PO] imply V(tj) + 1 < V(t,~- r) 
and that V(tj- r) > PO. (26) 
By Lemma 2 we may repeat this argument for V(t,_,) as long as 
tjpk>tO+T, that is, V(t,)+ 1 < V(tlel) for all iE [2, j] with j> N. And 
this implies that V(tj)+(j-2)< V(t2). Using jaN, (15), and (16), we 
obtain 
0~ V(t,)< V(tz)-(N-2) 
d W,(B,) + W,(W,(B,)L) - (N- 2) < 0. 
This contradiction proves the lemma. 
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We continue now with the proof of U.U.B. Let t > t,+ NT with h 
defined in (15). Either t = t,, + NT, or for some i> N we have t E I, or 
tEi,-Z,. In all cases, either V(t)< V(t,) or V(t)6 V(t, ,) for i>N. Now 
i > N > 2 implies that t, , > t, + T so by Lemma 3 we have V( t,) < P, and 
V(t, ,) < P,; thus, V(t) < P,. Hence, for t 3 t, + NT we have V(t) < PO so 
that Ix(t)1 < W; ‘(P,) = B. This proves U.U.B. in case (4ii) holds. 
If (4i) holds, we will show that B= W; ‘[W,(U) + W,(PL)]. Given 
B, >O, choose T so that WZ(B3) + W,(PL)- [W,(U)- M] T-CO. Fix 
t,, 3 0 and let P, = W,(U) + W,(PL). Then t 3 t, and V(t) 3 P, implies that 
W,(U) + W,(PL) = P, 6 V(t) 
G W*(Mt)l)+ w, 
! 
i’ &t-s) W,(lx(s)l)ds 
x > 
G w,(l-at)l) + W,(PL) 
so that Ix(t)1 3 U and V’(t) < 0. Thus, 
t, 3 t, and V(tr) < P, imply V(t) < P, for all tat,. (27) 
Suppose V(s) > P, for all SE [t,, t,, + T]. Then Ix(s)/ > U for 
SE [to, to + T]. Integration of (2) then yields V(to + T) - WC,,) d 
-[ W,(U)-M] T. Since V(t,)< W,(B,)+ WJPL), then 
O< V(t,+ T)< W,(B,)+ W,(PL)- [W,(U)-M]T<O, 
a contradiction. Thus, there is a t, E [to, t, + T] with V(tl) < PI so that 
V(t)<P, for tat, by (27). Hence, Ix(t)l< W;‘(P,)=Bfor all t>t,+T. 
Thus, the U.U.B. is proved. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the scalar equation 
x’(t)= -f(x(t))-X(f)+jf c(t-s)x(s)ds+p(t), (28) 
Tc 
where f is continuous, f ( -x) = -f(x), f (x)x > 0 if x # 0, f is increasing, 
[p(t)/ d M for all t and some M> 0, there is a U> 0 with f(U) > M, 
there is an 5 >O with f(t) > ML +2, and where j; Ic(s)l ds= 1 and 
i:j: Ic(u)l duds=L < co. Then solutions are U.B. and U.U.B. 
Proof: Define 
v(t, x(.)) = Ix(t)l + 1’ - % j-l I4u)l du Ixb)l ds , ., 
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so that 
v’(t,X(.))G -lf.(x)l-lxl+jr Ic(t-$11 M)Ids+M 
-cc 
+ jz Ic(u)l du /xl - j’ Ic(t-s)l Ixb)l ds 
0 ~ cc 
= - If(x)1 + M. 
This may be summarized by 
Ix(t)1 d Vt, x(.)1 < Ix(t)1 + jr j= Ic(u)l du Ix(s)l ds, -cc f-5 
(29) 
V’(t, 4.)) G -.f(IX(~)l) + M 
W, = W, = W, = W, = identity, W,(r) =f(r), and d(u) = -j; Ic(s)l ds. 
Focusing on (4ii), we have W;‘(r)= W,(r) = r = W;‘(r). Thus (4ii) 
asks that for each 2 > 0 there is a Jn > 0 such that Jb Ji implies that 
s 
“f/L 
o f(s)ds>[M+(2/L)][l+U+I+J]. (4ii)’ 
If f(t) = ML + 2 + 2s for E > 0, then for fixed L and large enough J we have 
ji’” f(s) ds 2 (J/L)(ML + 2 + E) so that (4ii)’ will be satisfies. 
It may be noted that the scalar equation 
x’(t) = -x(t) + j’ eectdS)x(s) ds + 1 
-m 
has a solution x(t) = (t/2) + (l/4) so solutions are unbounded. It is the 
nonlinear function f in (28) which stabilizes the problem. 
A concrete nontrivial example of (28) is 
x’(t)= -[4~/(l+Ix\)]-x+jl~ [2~(s)/(l+t-s)~d~~++sint. (28)’ 
The next example illustrates the case (4i) and also shows that Theorem 1 
deals with problems which are not necessarily perturbations of uniformly 
asymptotically stable ordinary differential equations. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the scalar equation 
x’( 2) = j’ C(t - $1 f(x(s)) ds + p(f) --I (30) 
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which we write as 
x’(r) = -G(O)f’(s(t)) + (djdr) 1’ G(r-.s),f’(.~(.s)) ds, (31) 
. I 
where G(u) = -Jz’ C(s) ds. Suppose that C(r) < 0 for t 3 0, 1; IC(u)l du = 
L, < cc, s;- [G(u)1 du = L2 < x’, G(O)>O, xf(x)>O for x#O, I,f(x)j 6 K 
for some K> 0 and all x, I,f(.x)l 2 d for some d> 0 and for all x satisfying 
1x1 3 rd for some rJ> 0, ,f is odd, f‘ is increasing, Ip( d P, and 
2P - G(O)d < 0. Then solutions of (3 1) are U.B. and U.U.B. 
Proof Define 
U(t, x(.)) = Ix(t)1 + j’ j-= lC(u)l duf*(x(s)) ds 
ic f 3 
so that 
U’(t,x(-))$f IC(t--s)l Ifbb))l d.~+dt)l 
-x 
+ joz IC(u)l du f’(x) - 1’ IC(t - s)l f*(x(s)) ds 
x 
d j”’ IC(t--s)l ds+J’ IC(t - s)l j-*(x(s)) ds + P 
-z -x 
+L,/‘W~’ IC(t - ~11 ./-*(x(s)) ds 
-m 
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where y = G(0) + P. Then 
W(t,x(.))=2 x(r)-11, 
[ 
G(t- ~)f(xb)) ds 
I 
b(f) - G(O) f(x(f))l 
+Y Jo= IG(u)l duf2(x)-y JI, IG(t-$11 f’(x(s)) & 
6 - 2G(O) xf(x)+ G(O) \’ IG(t-s)l (f2b(s)) +f2b(f))) ds 
+2P IxI+2P J' IG(t -311 Ifb(s))l ds -z 
+ Y j-= IG(u)l du f’(x) - y ?‘’ IG(t -$)I f’(W) ds 
0 -% 
< -~G(O)~~(X)+[G(O)L,+~L,]~‘~(X)+~P 1x1 +L,P 
so that 
w,(t)< -2G(O)xf(x)+2P 1x1 +M,, M,>O. (33) 
For /xl >r, we have 
and for all x 
W’(t) d -G(O) xf(x) + M, 
W’(r) 6 -G(O) xf(x) + M,, M,>O. 
Now, define 
to obtain 
vt, 4.)) = U(r, -4.1) + WC 4.1) 
and 
f”(r, ~4.)) < -G(O) xf(x) + M,, M,>O, 
Ix(r)1 d V(t,x(.))< Ix(t)1 + [l +2L2]x2(t) 






C(U)=(~+L,)IG(U)I+/~ lC(W+yjz IW)lds. u u 
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Referring now to Theorem 1 we have W’,(r) = Y, W,(r) = r + ( 1 + 2Lz)v’, 
W,(r) = Y, W,(r) =,f‘“(r), and W,(r) = G(0) cj’(r). Since If(r)/ 2 d for 
r 3 rdl. W,(r) -+ x as r + .X and W,( c’) > M, for some U > 0. Clearly, 
d’(t) < 0. The conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, including (4i), and 
solutions are U.B. and U.U.B. 
Remarks. Razumikhin techniques (cf. Grimmer and Seifert [9] or 
Haddock and Terjkki [lo]) have been used with success on equations of 
the type in Example 1, but they do not seem to work on problems like 
Example 2. Laplace transform techniques may work on problems like 
Example 2, but one may follow the work of Burton and Mahfoud 163 to 
use C(r, s) in Example 2 so that Laplace transform techniques generally 
fail. 
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